Detection of motional heterogeneities in lipid bilayer membranes by dual probe fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
We report the detection of heterogeneities in the diffusion of lipid molecules for the three-component mixture dipalmitoyl-PC/dilauroyl-PC/cholesterol, a chemically simple lipid model for the mammalian plasma membrane outer leaflet. Two-color fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was performed on giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) using fluorescent probes that have differential lipid phase partition behavior--DiO-C18:2 favors disordered fluid lipid phases, whereas DiI-C20:0 prefers spatially ordered lipid phases. Simultaneously-obtained fluorescence autocorrelation functions from the same excitation volume for each dye showed that, depending on the lipid composition of this ternary mixture, the two dyes exhibited different lateral mobilities in regions of the phase diagram with previously proposed submicroscopic two-phase coexistence. In one-phase regions, both dyes reported identical diffusion coefficients. Two-color FCS thus may be detecting local membrane heterogeneities at size scales below the optical resolution limit, either due to short-range order in a single phase or due to submicroscopic phase separation.